Module 4 Instructions

1. Use the FAST biting module. Align the arrow on the baseplate with the 180 position on the module.
   - This task requires the screw kit. For instructions on how to prepare this module please see the accompanying video.

   ![Set-Up Diagram]

   This module requires cutting out 2 paper menisci such that both inner black lines are visible.
**Biting Basics**

Cut out and load the paper “meniscus templates”. The working portals will be the side portals in the dome (you may need to re-orient the baseplate so you are facing the side of the dome). Using your LEFT hand, place the camera in the central portal and the biter the right portal. Use the biter to remove the inner black line in its entirety. Perform the number of trials necessary to
complete the task without leaving any part of the central black line AND without cutting into the peripheral black line. Repeat the task with the camera in your RIGHT hand.